
Has a lack of clear processes been stopping you from of online buying? Take advantage and make significant savings in 
marketplaces like Amazon Business with fully automated approval, invoice capturing and PO matching functionalities. 

Introducing the newest add-on to iCompleat’s invoice automation solution for expanding your smart spend practices 
even further. iCompleatBuy allows companies to control an otherwise messy online buying process: no more credit cards 
and unidentified invoices.
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Sign up for a personalized demo today!
Arrange a no-obligation product demonstration with one of our experts and tell us about your current accounts payable 
and buying procedures. Together we’ll craft the right plan to transform your accounting automation processes. You will 

get to know the functionality in detail and have any of your questions answered.

FACT SHEET

Introducing the game-changer in online buying, integrated with iCompleat

Take advantage of buying online

Make significant savings in marketplaces like 
Amazon Business

Employees will have a wider range of choice 
whilst the financial department will maintain full 
control

Enjoy the convenience of next day deliveries 
and special offers from top vendors

Gain visibility and control 

iCompleatBuy is built in the platform for ultimate 
ease of use

Complex credit card reconciliation’s will be 
avoided with AP automation 

All company spend will be available for review

cart-plus eye

Avoid unplanned company spending

Restrict employees to purchase within their 
allocated categories only

Make sure all purchases are approved 
according to company policy before the goods 
are ordered

Enjoy full visibility and audit logs

Fully integrated with AP automation

All goods selected on the marketplace will be 
automatically imported to iCompleat

Upon the approval of the purchase, the vendor 
is automatically informed and can start 
processing the order

Automated invoice and PO matching
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Employee connects to 
iCompleat to initiate a 

purchase
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Amazon Business is 

selected as a supplier
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Employee is directed to 

Amazon Business
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Employee chooses 

products
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The entire cart is 
imported to iCompleat 

with all details
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Upon approval, 

Amazon is notified and 
the order is on its way
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The invoice is sent to 
iCompleat and 

automatically matched 
with the PO
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Default coding is 
applied

6
Order is sent for 

approval
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The accountant didn’t 
have to do a thing, and 
the employee is happy
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About Compleat Software

Compleat is a spend management software provider for businesses globally. Its AI and machine learning solutions, iCompleat and 
eCompleat, provide SMBs and large enterprises with touchless, end-to-end invoice processing to help reduce the administrative touch 
points that slow businesses down and hinder growth. The customizable and self-service software presents an accurate, real-time and 
complete view of company finances across finance departments, procurement teams and budget holders.

For further information, please visit www.icompleat.com. Follow Compleat on Twitter, Facebook, and LinkedIn for the latest news & 
insights.

Contact Us

compleat@compleatsoftware.com

The iCompleatBuy Process

https://www.facebook.com/compleatsoftware/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCBHrVWn7hW3bimt1RIHVBJg?
https://twitter.com/CompleatP2P
https://www.linkedin.com/company/252128/admin/

